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“In the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too)
those who learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”
Charles Darwin (1809–1882)

ABSTRACT
Academic communities have adopted different conventions
for ordering authors on academic publications. Are these
choices inconsequential, or do they have any significant influence on individual authors, or even communities at large?
What are the trade-offs of using one convention over another?
In this paper, we address these fundamental questions
from a game theoretic perspective. Formulating a model
to analyze the impact of author ordering schemes, we show
that contribution-based ordering leads to a denser collaboration network and a greater number of publications. Contrary to the assumption that free riding is a weakness of
the alphabetical ordering scheme, we demonstrate that this
phenomenon can occur under any contribution scheme, and,
furthermore, the worst case occurs when ordering by contribution.
In another surprising result, we find that alphabetical ordering can improve research quality in some settings. Finally, given either contribution scheme, we show how authors working on multiple projects can cooperate to attain
optimal research quality and eliminate free riding.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Resource allocation is a central problem in artificial intelligence and more generally, economic activity is fundamentally about resource allocation. Without loss of generality,
every decision – and thus every computation – can be viewed
as a resource allocation instance [22]. Recently, research has
been recognized as one of the crucial economic activities,
and as a result, developed countries allocate a significant
percentage of their resources to basic and applied research
activities.
Ideally, the allocation scheme should incentivize research
communities to operate at their best. Nevertheless, decisions
regarding the allocation of research resources are sometimes
made in an ad-hoc manner, with little theoretical or empirical justification of their long-term performance. In this
paper, we investigate one of the core problems in this domain
– namely, the allocation of credit for scientific work.
The allocation of scientific credit influences funding decisions, as well as tenure, promotions, and awards. Given the
critical role that credit allocation plays in academia, it is surprising how little is known of the effects of name-ordering
conventions. What influence do ordering schemes have on
individual authors? Do they have any global effect on the
research communities where they are applied? What can
authors do to overcome the credit allocation schemes? Our
goal in this paper is to provide a framework for studying the
effects of author ordering schemes and address these questions.
While there exist many ordering conventions, the prominent ones in the academic community are to list authors by
contribution, that is, in descending order of their contribution to the paper, or alphabetically, in lexicographical order
of their last names. Lake ([18]) shows that listing orders alphabetically gives rise to the Matthew Effect, whereby readers are likely to assume that the more established authors
deserve more credit.
Furthermore, alphabetical ordering benefits those whose
last names start with letters that occur earlier in the alphabet [9, 10, 21]. Tenure at highly ranked schools, fellowship,
and to some extent even Nobel Prize winnings are correlated
with surname initials [10]. Indeed, the American Psychological Association [1] mandates ordering authors by their contribution: “name of the principal contributor should appear
first, with subsequent names in order of decreasing contribution.”
On the other hand, other major disciplines such as mathematics, theoretical computer science, and some branches
of economics have a long tradition of relying on alphabeti-

cal ordering. The American Mathematical Society [2] states
that “Determining which person contributed which ideas is
often meaningless because the ideas grow from complex discussions among all partners... mathematicians traditionally
list authors on joint papers in alphabetical order.”
Furthermore, some studies indicate that alphabetical ordering can result in improved research quality. Brown et al.
([6]) found that alphabetical ordering is positively correlated
with research quality in the marketing literature. Laband
and Tollison ([17]) observe a similar trend in the economics
research literature, where two-author papers that are alphabetized are cited more frequently.
In addition, Joseph et al. ([15]) set up a two agent simulation, and found that the tendency towards alphabetical
author ordering increases as acceptance rates decrease, and
that for a fixed acceptance rate, papers whose authors are
listed alphabetically tend to be of higher quality.

1.1

Our Contribution

We formulate a natural game theoretic model of collaboration that allows the investigation of credit allocation schemes.
Our formulation offers a compelling explanation for the phenomenon that alphabetical ordering can lead to improved
research quality in some communities. In particular, alphabetical ordering encourages collaborators to match each
other’s efforts. That is, when one of the authors invests a
high amount of effort to a project, it is optimal for the coauthor(s) to also invest high effort, since matching efforts
leads to higher utility.
On the other hand, contribution ordering can result in
the completion of more research projects and a denser social
network. The latter phenomenon has been observed through
empirical data analysis by Newman ([19]).
When it comes to free riding, at first sight, the issue
appears particularly problematic for alphabetical ordering.
Yet, upon further examination, it becomes apparent that
both schemes are subject to some degree of free riding. Furthermore, the worst case for free riding occurs when ordering
authors by contribution.
While no scheme is optimal, it is important to first understand the strengths and weaknesses of each, such that each
research community can implement the scheme most useful
for its types of collaborations.
Lastly, we note that, as in most previous work, our model
focuses on the two-agent setting.

1.2

Related Work

In a recent paper, Kleinberg and Oren ([16]) investigate a
related question: Why do some academic communities overemphasize the importance of highly technical problems? The
authors use a noncooperative model for the allocation of scientific credit and their main finding is that research communities may have to over-reward their key scientific challenges,
to ensure that such problems are solved in a Nash equilibrium.
The academic game is a non-transferable utility game with
overlapping coalitions and is related to several types of coalitional games, such as threshold task games (Chalkiadakis et
al [7]), coalitional skill games [5], and weighted voting games
(Elkind et al [11]).
There are several co-authorship models in the economics
and computer science literature. de Clippel et al ([8]) study
the division of a homogeneous divisible good when every

agent reports an evaluation of the others’ contribution, and
establish the existence of a unique impartial and consensual
mechanism for three agents. Jackson and Wolinsky ([14]) introduce a co-author model with network externalities, where
each agent has a unit of time and can divide it among different collaborations, and study the structure of the networks
in the equilibrium. Anshelevich and Hoefer ([4]) study the
price of anarchy for contribution games on networks with
concave and convex reward functions.

2.

MODEL

The academic game studied here is a collaboration model
defined as a network formation game. This simple, yet expressive formulation captures the fundamental aspect of collaboration – namely that multiple individuals can do more
than one – and enables the investigation of network effects
due to name ordering schemes.
Let N = {1, . . . , n} be a set of agents. Each agent i has
a budget of weight wi , consisting of a set of coins Ci =
{ci,1 ,P
. . . , ci,ni }. Every coin ci,j has a positive weight wi,j ,
n
and
j=1 wi,j = wi , ∀i ∈ N . The agents can work alone
or in pairs to solve different projects. A project of weight w
can be solved either by:
• one agent who invests a coin of weight w to the project,
or
• two agents, each of which contributes with one coin,
and the sum of the two coins is w.
An agent can participate in multiple projects simultaneously
by investing a different coin in each project. The same pair
of agents can solve multiple projects together, and each coin
can only be used once.

2.1

Reward Function

Let T denote a set of project weights, such that for every
available project weight w ∈ T , there exist infinitely many
projects of this weight. Let F : R+ → R+ be a reward
function; solving a project of weight w gives a reward F(w),
which is divided among the participants on the project.
In this work we study games with a very general class
of rewards, namely convex homogenous functions. Homogeneous valuations are often used in economic theory and
have been widely studied in resource allocation domains (for
example, in the setting of multiple goods, the class of homogeneous valuations contains well-studied instances such as
additive linear and Leontief, to Constant Elasticity of Substitution and Cobb-Douglas ([?, ?]). In our model, convexity
translates to the property that greater effort leads to greater
reward; the rate at which the increase is observed varies depending on the degree of the homogeneous function.
Formally, a function F is homogeneous if there exists degree d > 0 such that F(t · x) = td · F(x), for every x and
t > 0. Since we study a one-dimensional setting with convex reward, we have: F(x) = α · xd , where α = F(1) is a
constant and d > 1.
Finally, in each academic community there is a general
perception of the significance of being the first or second author on a paper. Without prior knowledge about the specific
paper or its authors, the relative contribution of each author
on a two-authored paper can be represented by a fixed contribution vector [φ, 1 − φ], where 12 ≤ φ < 1. That is, the

community assumes that the contribution of the first and
second author are φ% and (1 − φ)%, respectively. Throughout the paper, we refer to the case where φ = 21 = 1 − φ as
alphabetical ordering, and to the cases where φ > 12 > 1 − φ
as contribution-based ordering.
We note that the study of pairs is consistent with the rest
of the literature on network formation games and collaboration models. Moreover, two-authored papers represent a
substantial fraction of the literature in some fields, including
mathematics, physics, and economics. In particular, Newman [?] finds that:
”purely theoretical’ papers appear to be typically the work
of two scientists, with high-energy theory and computer science showing averages of 1:99 and 2:22.”
In addition, Laband and Tollison [17] show that, based
on number of citations, two authors appear to represent the
optimal team size in economics. In addition, most of our
results are concerned with indivisible budgets. To this end,
we note that while time is divisible, other resources are not,
and so indivisible budgets convey whether an author is committed to a project.
As with every theoretical study of social behavior, there
is a question of what properties observed in theory can be
mapped to reality. We argue that our model offers a simple
and intuitive explanation for several important phenomena
observed empirically; moreover, it makes predictions that
can be verified experimentally.The study of extended models, with additional properties such as diminishing returns,
larger coalitions, divisible budgets, different distributions of
individual effort, remains a subject for future work.

2.2

Coalition Structures

Next we define coalition structures and utility in academic
games.
Definition 1. Given an academic game, a coalition structure is a partition of the set of all coins, such that every coin
ci,j of agent i is either a singleton project, or is paired with
a coin ck,l belonging to another agent k ∈ N \ {i}.
Definition 2. Given an academic game and a coalition
structure CS, let CSi be the set of projects that agent i contributes to, ∀i ∈ N . The utility of i is:
X
ui (CS) =
vi (Pj ),
Pj ∈CSi

where {P1 , . . . , Pm } is the set of projects solved under CS,
w(Pj ) is the weight of project Pj , and

if i completes Pj alone
 w(Pj )d
vi (Pj ) =
φ · w(Pj )d
if i is first author on Pj

(1 − φ) · w(Pj )d if i is second author on Pj
Next we give an example of an academic game.
Example 1. Consider an academic game with two agents,
where α = 1, d = 2, agent 1 has the set of coins C1 =
{c1,1 , c1,2 }, agent 2 has the set C2 = {c2,1 }, and the weights
of the coins are: w1,1 = 3, w1,2 = 1, w2,1 = 2. The possible coalition structures are: CS1 = ({c1,1 }, {c1,2 }, {c2,1 }),
CS2 = ({c1,1 , c2,1 }, {c1,2 }), and CS3 = ({c2,1 , c1,2 }, {c1,1 }),
where for each project, the coins are listed by decreasing size.
The utilities of the agents are as follows:

d
d
• CS1 : u1 (CS1 ) = α · w1,1
+ α · w1,2
= 1 · 32 + 1 · 12 = 10
d
2
and u2 (CS) = α · w2,1 = 1 · 2 = 4.
d
• CS2 : u1 (CS2 ) = φ · α · (w1,1 + w2,1 )d + α · w1,2
=
2
2
φ · 5 + 1 = 25φ + 1 and u2 (CS2 ) = (1 − φ) · α · (w1,1 +
·w2,1 )d = 25(1 − φ)
d
• CS3 : u1 (CS3 ) = (1 − φ) · α · (w2,1 + w1,2 )d + α · w1,1
=
d
9(1 − φ) + 9 and u2 (CS3 ) = φ · α · (w2,1 + w1,2 ) = 9φ.

3.

INDIVISIBLE BUDGETS

We first study the setting of indivisible budgets, where
each agent owns a single coin, corresponding to the scenario
where every agent is involved in a single project. This setting is sufficient to differentiate between alphabetical and
contribution ordering and highlights an interesting effect.
Namely, there exist natural settings in which alphabetical
ordering encourages agents to match each others’ efforts,
and as a result, it leads to the completion of larger projects.
First, we introduce pairwise stability, the standard solution concept in network formation games [13]. A coalition
structure CS is pairwise stable if:
• For all i ∈ N , ui (CS) ≥ α · wid . That is, i cannot
improve by allocating his coin to a singleton project.
• For all i, j ∈ N , with wi ≥ wj , either ui (CS) ≥ φ · α ·
(wi + wj )d or uj (CS) ≥ (1 − φ) · α · (wi + wj )d . That
is, i and j cannot deviate by forming a joint project.
Furthermore, we note that the alphabetical ordering scheme
guarantees the existence of a pairwise stable coalition structure. In contrast, there exist instance where no pairwise stable coalition exists under contribution-based ordering. See
Appendix for details.

3.1

Research Quality

We show that alphabetical ordering can result in higher
research quality than is possible under some contributionbased scheme. Since agents can work either by themselves
or in pairs, the most difficult project that a set of agents can
solve results from the combined efforts of its two strongest
agents. We call a project of this difficulty a hard project. The
same coalition of agents can solve multiple hard projects,
by having each agent invest different coins to the different
projects.
We begin by considering identical agents.
Proposition 1. Consider an academic game with identical agents and indivisible budgets. Then every pairwise stable coalition structure solves the maximum number of hard
projects whenever
the
 credit to the first author is in the

d
.
range: φ ∈ 21d , 2 2−1
d
Proof. When the agents are identical, a project is hard
if solved by two agents. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that each agent has a budget of size 1. In order
for the maximum number of hard projects to be solved in
every pairwise stable equilibrium, it should be the case that
two singleton agents can strictly improve their utility by
working on a joint project. The conditions for the first and
d
second author, respectively, are: φ · α · 2d > α · 1
and
d
d
1 2d −1
(1 − φ) · α · 2 > α · 1 , or equivalently, φ ∈ 2d , 2d .

Observe that by setting φ = 12 , we obtain that alphabetical ordering solves the highest number of hard projects,
while ordering by contribution in the range given by Case 2
solves the highest number of intermediate projects (requiring one heavy and one light coin).

Note that the maximum number of hard projects is always
solved under alphabetical ordering (φ = 12 ).
We now consider a game with two agent types, heavy
agents and light agents; the weights are normalized such that
the heavy agents invest coins of weight 1 and the light agents
invest coins of weight λ ∈ (0, 1). A contribution scheme can
encourage same-layer collaborations (resulting in the completion of the maximum number of hard projects), or crosslayer collaborations, or simply discourage collaboration (by
giving very little credit to second authors, for example).

3.2

Theorem 1. Consider an academic game with indivisible
budgets and two types of agents, light and heavy. Then every
pairwise stable coalition structure has:
(1) Only same-layer collaborations when:
 d

(1 + λ)d
2 −1
1
2d
<
φ
<
min
,
,
2d + (1 + λ)d
2d
(1 + λ)d 2d + (1 + λ)d
(2) Only cross-layer collaborations when:


 d
d
λ
2 −1
1
2d
<
φ
<
1−
,
,
max
2d
(1 + λ)d 2d + (1 + λ)d
1+λ
(3) No collaboration when:
2d − 1
1
<φ<
or φ > max
2d
(1 + λ)d

(

2d − 1
,1 −
2d



λ
1+λ

d )

Proof. We prove Case 1 (the other cases are similar).
In order for every pairwise stable coalition structure to solve
the maximum number of same-layer collaborations, it should
be the case that whenever a coalition structure contains:
(a) Two identical singleton projects: the two agents can improve by deviating to a pair. That is, (1−φ)·α·2d > α·1d
d
and (1 − φ) · α · (2λ)d > α · λd , and so φ < 2 2−1
d .
(b) Two cross-layer projects: then there exists an improving deviation by two agents from the same layer. It is
sufficient to require that the two heavy agents involved
in the cross layer projects deviate together: φ · α · 2d >
φ · α · (1 + λ)d and (1 − φ) · α · 2d > (1 − φ) · α · (1 + λ)d .
2d
Thus φ < 2d +(1+λ)
d.

Note that the free riding index parallels the price of anarchy (Nisan et al, [20]).
We begin by considering identical agents. Since they contribute equally to a project, alphabetical author ordering
corresponds to the unique fair contribution vector for their
project. In particular, larger values of φ result in more free
riding for first authors.

(c) One cross-layer project and one heavy singleton project:
the two heavy agents deviate to a pair when φ · α · 2d >
d
φ · α · (1 + λ)d and (1 − φ) · α · 2d > α · 1d , thus φ < 2 2−1
d .

Theorem 2. Consider an academic game with identical
agents and indivisible budgets. Then alphabetical ordering is
the unique fair contribution vector, while when the credit to
d
the first author, φ, is greater than 2 2−1
d , then every pairwise
stable coalition structure has a free riding index of φ − 1/2
for at least n/2 − 1 of the agents.

(d) One cross-layer project and one light singleton project:
the two light agents deviate to a pair when φ·α ·(2λ)d >
(1 − φ) · α · (1 + λ)d and (1 − φ) · α · (2λ)d > α · λd . That
is:

(1+λ)d
(2λ)d +(1+λ)d

<φ<

2d −1
.
2d

In addition, we require that no cross-layer project is solved,
even when the maximum number of hard projects is completed. That is, a coalition of weight 1 + λ is blocked by a
deviation to a singleton by one of the agents, and so φ <

d
λ
1
or φ > 1 − 1+λ
. It follows that:
(1+λ)d
(1 + λ)d
< φ < min
d
2 + (1 + λ)d



2d − 1
1
2d
,
, d
d
d
2
(1 + λ) 2 + (1 + λ)d

Free Riding

It has been argued that alphabetical ordering is unfair [18],
as it gives the same credit to all authors even when they do
not contribute equally. However, the fundamental difficulty
leading to free riding is that the contribution scheme is fixed,
not whether it is alphabetical or contribution-based.
Even when authors are ordering by contribution, members
of academic communities have predetermined notions of the
proportion of work contributed by each author1 . Authors
cannot choose the contribution vector, as doing so would
require changing the perception of the entire community.
We show that the use of a fixed contribution vector necessarily leads to the free riding effect. In addition, the degree
of free riding admitted by alphabetical ordering is not the
worst possible.
Formally, if two agents allocate weights x and y, respectively, to a joint project, then the rewards
should be pro
x
(x + y)d and
portional to the effort invested, i.e.
x+y


y
(x + y)d , respectively.
x+y
Thus, the fair contribution
h
i vector for this project is uniquely
y
x
defined as: C = x+y
, x+y
. All other contribution vectors
result in free riding.
For each agent, the free riding index is the (normalized)
difference between the perceived contribution and the actual
contribution. Recall that w(P ) denotes the weight of project
P . Given a contribution scheme φ, the free riding index of
agent i in a coalition structure CS where he solves project
P is:

if i completes P alone

 0φ·w(P )−w
i
if i is the first author on P
Li =
w(P )

 (1−φ)w(P )−wi if i is the second author on P
w(P )

Proof. It is immediate that first authors always benefit from this collaboration. The second authors would only
participate as long as (1 − φ) · α · 2d > α · 1d , that is, as long
as φ < 1 − 21d .
The free riding index of all first authors is φ − 12 .


.

1
For instance, while in some communities the second author
is assumed to have done moderately less than the first, in
others, the contribution of the second author is considered
to be negligible compared with that of the first.

The free riding index is highest when the contribution
vector is steep; the credit to the first author can be as high
d
as φ = 2 2−1
without preventing the second author from
d
collaborating. In this case, the free riding index of all first
authors is 12 − 21d . For example, when α = 1 and d = 2, the
maximum free riding index is 25%. In general, the higher
the reward of collaboration, the more free riding can occur.

further investigation reveals that no contribution scheme is
immune to free riding; neither listing authors alphabetically
nor listing them in decreasing order of contribution can eliminate this effect. Moreover, the worse case attained using alphabetical ordering is better than that of some contribution
based schemes.

4.

DISCRETE BUDGETS

Corollary 1. There exist academic games and contributionWe now turn our attention to the general model, where
based ordering schemes such that in every pairwise stable
each
agent has multiple coins, allowing agents to work on
1
1
coalition structure, the free riding index is 2 − 2d for half of
multiple
projects simultaneously. First, note that the results
the agents.
from the single coin setting carry over to discrete budgets.
In addition, we uncover several phenomena that cannot be
Next, we find the largest free riding index that can occur
observed in the indivisible budget setting, such as the folunder alphabetical ordering.
lowing: There exist many games in which the contribution
vector does not matter, since the agents can perform rotaProposition 2. Consider an academic game with heavy
tions, by alternating between being first and second author
and light agents, of weights 1 and λ respectively. Then in evon joint projects. Rotations can allow agents to reach optiery coalition structure that is pairwise stable under alphabetmal research quality as well as obtain perfect fairness.
ical ordering, all the light agents that collaborate with heavy
Our solution concept is pairwise stability for games with
agents have a free riding index of 21 (1 − λ).
overlapping coalition structures. Given that an agent can be
Proof. In the two agent setting, alphabetical ordering
involved in multiple projects simultaneously, it is important
benefits the light agents. In order for the heavy agents to
that one estimates correctly the reactions from the rest of the
1
collaborate with light agents, it must be the case that 2 · α ·
agents before agreeing to participate in a deviation. We fol1
(1 + λ)d > α · 1d , or, equivalently, λ > 2 d − 1.
low the recent literature on overlapping coalition formation
1 (1+λ)−λ
games (Chalkadiakis et al [[7]], Zick et al [[23]]), and study
The free riding index of the light agents is then 2 1+λ
1
1
sensitive reactions to a deviation. In short, when agent i is
and the worst case is obtained when λ = 1 − 2 .
2d
involved in a deviation from a coalition structure CS, i can
expect that:
It follows that the largest possible free riding index un1
−d
der alphabetical ordering is no greater than 2
− 12 . For
• Every non-deviating agent which is hurt by the deviaexample, when d = 2, the free riding index is ≈ 20%.
tion retaliates and drops all the projects with i. Note
While in the previous results we showed that the contributhat unless i and j agreed to deviate together, an agent
tion vector can affect as many as half of the agents involved,
j is hurt by the deviation when at least one of j’s
the same worst case bounds hold for individual agents in
projects has been discontinued by the deviator(s).
arbitrary games. The following result follows by combining
• The unaffected agents are neutral and maintain all of
Proposition 2 and Corollary 1.
their existing projects with i.
Theorem 3. Consider an academic game in which the
Definition 3. A coalition structure CS is pairwise stable
agents have indivisible budgets of arbitrary sizes. Then the
if:
highest free riding index of any agent under alphabetical or1

dering is at most 21 d − 12 , while it can be as high as 21 −
1
under some contribution-based ordering schemes. More2d
over, the highest amount of free-riding that occurs in any
project solved under alphabetical ordering is smaller than under contribution-based ordering.
Proof. Note that the bound in Proposition 2 represents
the highest free riding index that any agent can incur under
alphabetical ordering. The result follow from Proposition 2
and Corollary 1.
To show that the highest amount of free-riding that occurs
in any project solved under alphabetical ordering is smaller
than under contribution-based ordering, we need to show
1
1
d
that 12 d − 21 ≤ 12 − 21d , or equivalently, 12 + 12 d ≤ 1. The
inequality can be shown by analyzing the behavior of the
x+1
following function: f : [0, ∞) → R, where f (x) = 21
+
1

1 x+1
.
2

Note that f (0) = 1; by looking at the derivatives of
f , it can be seen that the function is strictly smaller than 1
for all x > 0, and reaches 1 again in the limit of x → ∞.
To conclude, even though at first sight, alphabetical ordering appears to be particularly susceptible to free-riding,

• No agent i can drop some of his existing projects and
0
strictly improve in the new coalition structure, CS
• No two agents i and j, can rearrange the projects among
themselves and possibly drop some of the projects with
the remaining agents, such that both i and j strictly
0
improve their utility in CS ,
0

where CS is the resulting coalition structure, in which nondeviators have sensitive reactions to a deviation.
The next example illustrates pairwise stability for discrete
budgets.
Example 2. Consider an academic game with three agents,
sets of coins: C1 = {c1,1 , c1,2 }, C2 = {c2,1 , c2,2 }, and C3 =
{c3,1 , c3,2 }, and the coalition structure CS = ({c1,1 , c2,1 },
{c2,2 , c3,1 }, {c1,2 , c3,2 }).
If agent 1 deviates by allocating the coin c1,2 to a singleton
project, then 1 expects that the resulting coalition structure is
0
CS = ({c1,1 , c2,1 }, {c1,2 }, {c3,2 }, {c2,2 , c3,1 }), since agent
2 is not hurt by the deviation.

On the other hand, if the deviating coalition is {1, 2} and
the deviation consists of forming the joint project {c1,1 , c2,2 },
00
then 1 and 2 expect the resulting coalition structure is CS
= ({c1,1 , c2,2 }, {c2,1 }, {c1,2 }, {c3,1 }, {c3,2 }), since agent 3
is hurt by the deviation and drops all the projects with the
deviators.

4.1

Rotations

Agents can sometimes overcome the limitations of a fixed
contribution scheme. That is, they can simultaneously solve
the highest number of hardest projects and eliminate free
riding, regardless of the contribution vector. We refer to this
phenomenon as rotations: agents collaborating on multiple
projects agree that one of them is the first author on half
of their projects, while the other is first on the remaining
projects, regardless of whether this represents their actual
contributions.
We first demonstrate this result for budgets with multiple
identical coins.
Theorem 4. There exist academic games with discrete
budgets and multiple identical coins such that for every φ,
the maximum number of hard projects is solved in a pairwise
stable equilibrium and no free riding occurs.
Proof. Let φ < 1 and consider a two agent game, such
that agent 1 has coins {c1,1 , c1,2 }, agent 2 has coins {c2,1 , c2,2 },
and all the coins have weight 1. Consider the coalition
structure CS = (C1 , C2 ), where C1 = {c1,1 , c2,1 } and C2 =
{c2,2 , c1,2 }, such that agent 1 is the first author on project
C1 and agent 2 is the first author on project C2 .
It can be verified that both agents receive the best possible utility, which coincides with the fair allocation given
by alphabetical ordering. Moreover, CS is pairwise stable:
no agent can gain by investing the coin from their secondauthor project to a singleton project, since the other agent
will retaliate and drop the other project as well.
Rotations can also be used to eliminate free riding when
coins are not required to be identical, and projects require
the combination of different coin types.
Next we study rotations when there exists a conference
tier. That is, the projects have weights drawn from T =
[t, ∞), where t is the conference tier. Solving a project of
weight w gives reward F(w) if w ≥ t, and zero otherwise.
Proposition 3. Let 1 + λ be the conference tier. Then
there are academic games with discrete budgets, where each
agent has an equal number of light and heavy coins, of weight
1 and λ ∈ (0, 1), respectively, such that there exist pairwise
stable coalition structures with no free riding.
Proof. Let φ < 1 and consider a two agent game, such
that agent 1 has coins {c1,1 , c1,2 }, agent 2 has coins {c2,1 , c2,2 },
and all the coins have weight 1. Consider the coalition
structure CS = (C1 , C2 ), where C1 = {c1,1 , c2,1 } and C2 =
{c2,2 , c1,2 }, such that agent 1 is the first author on project C1
and agent 2 is the first author on project C2 . It can be verified that both agents receive the best possible utility, which
coincides with the fair allocation given by alphabetical ordering. Moreover, the coalition structure is pairwise stable.
None of the agents can gain by investing the coin from their
second-author project to a singleton project, since the other
agent will retaliate and drop the other project as well.

4.2

Implications for the Social Network

For the next result we illustrate the following phenomenon
observed in [19]: when the agents use ordering by contribution, they have more co-authors than when using alphabetical ordering. We consider the setting in which every agent
has a budget consisting of heavy coins and light coins. The
light coins represent very little effort, such as “ cheap talk”,
but can contribute to improving the quality of a paper. Allowing for cheap talk results in a much higher number of
collaborations.
Theorem 5. Consider an academic game with discrete
budgets, where each agent has several heavy and light coins,
of sizes 1 and ε, respectively, such that 0 < ε  1. Moreover,
the conference tier is 1 and each agent has more heavy coins
than light coins.


1
2d
Then whenever φ > max 2d +(1+ε)
d , (1+ε)d , every pairwise stable equilibrium solves the maximum number of projects
and the average number of collaborators per agent is the
highest possible.
Proof. To ensure that every pairwise stable coalition
structure solves the maximum number of collaborations, the
best investment of a heavy coin should be to pair it with a
small coin. That is, an agent prefers being the first author on
a project of weight 1 + ε instead of either second author on a
hard project or the only author on a singleton project. The
d
conditions are: (1 − φ) 
· 2d < φ · (1 + ε)d and
 φ · (1 + ε) > 1;
d

2
1
equivalently, φ > max (1+ε)
d , 2d +(1+ε)d .
Then in every pairwise stable coalition structure, all the
heavy coins are paired with small coins, and the average
number of collaborators is maximal. Note that while alphabetical ordering solves the highest number of hard projects,
both the number of projects completed and the number of
collaborators are twice as low. Finally, the singleton coalition structure solves the same number of projects above the
conference tier. However, in this case, the agents have no
collaborators, and the quality of the projects is lower compared to the case when cheap talk is allowed.

There exist games in which ordering by contribution allows to simultaneously maximize the number of hard projects
and the total number of projects. We illustrate this phenomenon when there exist both an upper and lower bound
on the hardness of the rewarded projects.
Corollary 2. Consider an academic game with discrete
budgets, where each agent has several heavy and light coins,
of sizes 1 and λ ∈ (0, 1), respectively, the conference tier is
1, and the maximum project hardness is 1 + λ. Each agent
has more heavy coins than small
coins.


1
2d
Then whenever φ > max 2d +(1+λ)d , (1+λ)
d , every pairwise stable equilibrium solves the maximum number of projects,
each of the projects solved is the hardest possible, and the
average number of collaborators per agent is the highest possible.

5.

DISCUSSION

We introduced the first game theoretic model for studying author ordering schemes. This model offers a compelling
explanation for several real-world phenomenon observed in
some communities, showing that alphabetical ordering is

positively correlated with research quality, and that contribution based ordering results in denser social networks.
In addition, our model makes several predictions on the
effects of author ordering schemes, which prompt further
theoretical and empirical study. In particular, we show that
rotations can be used to overcome the limitations of fixed
ordering schemes. It would be interesting to explore how
frequently rotations appear in practice, as well as their influence on individuals and their communities.
Furthermore, this model challenges us to reconsider the
influence of author ordering on free riding, often assumed to
be of concern primarily when ordering alphabetically. This
model offers compelling evidence that free riding cannot be
eliminated under any author ordering scheme, and that, the
worst case occurs under some contribution-based schemes.
It would be interesting to empirically evaluate these conclusions.
Our model can be extended to capture additional realistic
phenomena, such as diminishing returns and heterogenous
skill sets, which may influence the optimal credit allocation
scheme. In addition, it would be interesting to extend our
results to arbitrary coalition sizes.
More generally, we are interested in the implementation
theory question: Given a research community, what is the
optimal credit allocation scheme? This work is a first step
in the direction of understanding this question, which is at
the heart of resource allocation in the research community.
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6.1

Appendix

We show that alphabetical author ordering guarantees the
existence of a pairwise stable coalition structure; furthermore, it can always be found in polynomial time. In contrast, the use of contribution based ordering can result in
there being no pairwise stable solutions.
Theorem 6. Every academic game with identical agents
and indivisible budgets has a pairwise stable coalition structure under deterministic tie-breaking rules.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the deterministic tie-breaking rule lists the agents in the order
[1, . . . , n]. If φ ≥ 1 − 21d , then the singleton coalition structure, CS = ({1}, . . . , {n}) is pairwise stable, since no agent
can improve their utility by being second author on a project.
If φ < 1 − 21d , there are two cases. If n is even, then
0

CS = ({1, 2}, . . . , {n − 1, n}) is pairwise stable. If n is
00
odd, then CS = ({2, 3}, . . . , {n − 1, n}, {1}), is pairwise

stable, since no agent has an incentive to switch to a single00
ton, the coalition structure given by CS \ {1} is pairwise
stable (by case 1), and agent 1 cannot be part of a deviating
pair, since no other agent has an incentive to join 1 as a
second author.
Theorem 7. Consider an academic game with different
agents and indivisible budgets. Under alphabetical ordering,
a pairwise stable coalition structure is guaranteed to exist
and can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Let N = {1, . . . , n} be the set of agents and without loss of generality, let w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wn . Start with an
empty coalition structure: CS = ∅. Iteratively, pair whenever possible the two agents with the heaviest weights among
the remaining agents. Let {k, k + 1, . . . , n} be the remaining
set of agents during some iteration. If
1
· α · (wk + wk+1 )d ≥ α · wkd
2
and
1
d
· α · (wk + wk+1 )d ≥ α · wk+1
2
then let CS ← CS ∪ {k, k + 1}, otherwise, CS ← CS ∪
{k}. We claim that the resulting coalition structure, CS, is
pairwise stable. If CS contains coalition {1, 2}, then agent
1 does not have an incentive to form another pair or move
to a singleton, since agent 1’s utility in CS, u1 (CS), verifies
the following inequalities:
u1 (CS) ≥ α · w1d
and
1
· α · (w1 + wj )d , ∀j ∈ N \ {1}
2
Similarly, agent 1 does not deviate if a singleton in CS. Iteratively, whenever the first k agents do not have an incentive
to deviate, agent k + 1 does not have an incentive to deviate
either. Thus CS is pairwise stable.
u1 (CS) ≥

On the other hand, contribution-based ordering does not
guarantee the existence of stable coalition structures even
under fixed tie-breaking rules.
Proposition 4. There exist academic games with different agents and indivisible budgets, such that when contributionbased ordering is used, no pairwise stable coalition structure
exists.
Proof. Consider a three agent game, with weights 1, 1 +
ε, and 1 + 2ε, respectively, where α = 1, d = 2, ε = 0.8, and
φ = 0.8. It can be easily verified that no coalition structure
is stable. The singleton coalition structure is blocked by
the agents with weights {1, 1 + ε}, the coalition structure
0
CS = ({1 + ε, 1}, {1 + 2ε}) is blocked by {1 + 2ε, 1}, CS =
00
({1 + 2ε, 1 + ε}, {1}) is blocked by {1 + ε, 1}, and CS =
({1 + 2ε, 1}, {1 + ε}) is blocked by {1 + 2ε, 1 + ε}.
Proposition 5. Consider an academic game with different agents and indivisible budgets. Then a pairwise stable
coalition structure can be found in polynomial time when it
exists.
Proof. The game is an instance of the stable roommates
problem with ties and incomplete lists, where an agent i
finds another agent j unacceptable if i prefers working alone
instead of forming a pair with j.

